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1 Abstract

The objective of this lecture is to demonstrate typical problems

and solutions encountered in the design and operation of PWR power

plants. The examples selected for illustration refer to PWR's of

KWU design and to results of KWU design methods.

In order to understand the physics of a power reactor it is neces-

sary to have some knowledge of the structure and design of the

power plant system of which the reactor is a part. It is therefore

assumed that the reader is familiar with the design of the more

important components and systems of a PWR, such as

fuel assemblies

control assemblies

core lay-out

reactor coolant system

instrumentation.

2 Lattice design

2.1 Fuel assemblies

Fig. 2.1 shows a cross section of the pressure vessel and the

core of a 1300 MWe PWR. The core comprises 193 fuel assemblies

of square cross section and is surrounded by a shroud. The core

barrel separates the downward flow of the incoming cold coolant

from the upward flow within the core. The water-filled space

between core shroud and pressure vessel acts as a neutron

reflector.

Of the 193 fuel assembly positions of the core 61 can be

equipped with control rod assemblies (fig. 2.1).

Fig. 2.2 shows a schematic cross section of a fuel assembly. The

fuel rods and the guide tubes are arranged in a square array.

Each position of this array is indicated on fig. 2.2 as a square.

The positions form a square lattice. There are 16 x 16 lattice

positions, 20 of which are occupied by guide tubes, the remain-

ing 236 by fuel rods.

This square array constitutes the basic lattice structure of the

fuel assembly. Two types of lattice cells can be distinguished:

the fuel rod cells and the guide tube cells. When the control

rods are withdrawn, the guide tubes are water-filled.

Table 2.1 summarizes some design data of a fuel assembly for a

1300 MWe PWR core.

In initial cores some of the fuel assemblies contain boron glass

as burnable neutron poisons. The boron glass is placed into

special absorber rod assemblies, similar to control rod assemb-

lies, which are inserted in selected fuel assemblies. Accordingly,

the burnable poisons occupy lattice positions homologous to the

control rod absorbers.

Before we turn to the nuclear design of PWR latices, some de-

sign and operational characteristics of PWR cores should be men-

tioned :

1. For the control of reactivity PWR's have two independent

systems: the control rod assemblies and the soluble boron.

As a consequence, the control rod assemblies can be kept

nearly completely withdrawn from the core during steady-

state operation. The flux and the power distribution is

therefore only weakly disturbed by non-uniformly distribut-

ed absorbers.
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2. The fuel assemblies have no shroud. The spacing between the

outermost fuel rods of adjacent fuel assemblies is of the

same order as the fuel lattice pitch. As a consequence,

the fuel lattice structure is nearly uniform and uninterrupt-

ed throughout the core, the only irregularities resulting

from the presence of the guide tube ceils which amount to

a fraction of about 8 % of all lattice cells.

Again, this feature leads to a lattice structure of relative

high uniformity throughout the core.

3. The fuel in each fuel rod of a new fuel assembly is of the

same enrichment. The neutron spectrum within one fuel ascemb-

ly is therefore sufficiently uniform to allow a homogeneous

representation of the assembly on the basis of a single

Wigner-Seitz cell.

That feature pertains to Uranium fuel only. Assemblies con-

taining both U and Pu rods require more detailed analysis.

2.2 Homogeni zat ion
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The first step in nuclear analysis is the homogenization of the

heterogeneous core lattice structure. The purpose of the homoge-

nization procedure is to generate equivalent homogenized group

cross sections. The calculation of these few group cross sections

is known as ceil-calculation.

In the cell calculation the fuel assembly is represented by a

single representative lattice cell of circular cross section,

the so-called Wigner-Seitz-Cell (Pig. 2.3).

The cell is composed of several regions: fuel r^d, canning mate-

rial, moderator and in the outermost region an appropriate fraction

of the guide tube cells. (This representation of the guide tubes

is adequate because the guide tubes are distributed rather uni-

formly in the actual fuel assemblies).

The determination of homogenized group cross sections is sum-

marized on Table 2.2.

The results of the cell calculation are equivalent homogenized

microscopic cross section which, when multiplied by the cell

averaged nuclide densities yield the correct group average reac-

tion rates.

When control rods are inserted into the fuel assembly the cell

calculation is performed in the same way. The additional ab-

sorption rate caused by the absorber fingers is taken into

account of by considering a representative absorber cell (fig.

2.4). The effective absorption cross section of this cell is

calculated once with absorber material in the central region

and once with moderator in the central region. The difference

of the two results is the homogenized representation of the ad-

ditional absorption introduced by the insertion of absorber

rods into the fuel assembly.

The homogenized cross sections are, of course, functions of the

physical state and composition of the cell. The variables to

be considered are listed on table 2.J. They change with the

fuel depletion and with the operating conditions of the reactor.

It is therefore necessary to evaluate the variations of the cross

sections with these variables. This is done by repeated cell

calculations.

Starting from a reference state and zero burnup the parameters

specifying the operating state of the core are then changed and

for each change a further cell calculation is performed. The

change of the nuclide densities with increasing burnup is calcul-

ated in the next step. Again, starting from the reference state,

the state parameters are changed and so on.
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The results of such cell burnup calculation are equivalent homo-

genized cross sections as function of cell burnup and of the

state parameters (cross section library).

The relations between cross sections and the operating parameters

can for instance be expressed in the form of polynominals.

2.3 Basic lattice design principles
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With given fuel enrichment and structural material selection the

most important variables to be optimized for PWR lattices are:

rod diameters

moderator-to-fuel volume ratio (lattice pitch).

It is customary to discuss the multiplication properties of a

fuel lattice in terms of the infinite multiplication factor

ka» . It is defined as the ratio of the equivalent homogenized

neutron production cross section y £ * and the equivalent homo-

genized absorption cross section £fc . Both refer to a specified

composition and are integrated over the whole neutron spectrum.

Pig. 2.5 shows the multiplication factor koo of a typical PWR

fuel lattice vs the water-to-fuel volume ratio for three different

fuel rod radii and three boron concentrations in the moderator.

The following facts can be duduced from the diagram:

1. The maximum reactivity of an unborated lattice occurs at

a H:U atomic ratio between 7 and 8, corresponding to a

HpO : UOn volume ratio (in tThe hot condition) between 3 and H.

2. An increase in <,he boron concentration causes a reduction

of the multiplication factor. This reduction is higher if the

moderating ratio is higher. From the difference between the

curves relating to different boron concentrations one can

deduce the so-called boron worth in an infinite lattice.

3. With increasing boron concentration the reactivity maximum

shifts towards smaller moderating ratios.

t. A difference of 1 % in fuel enrichment corresponds to a change

of approximately .8 % in koo•

5. Thicker fuel rods yield a somewhat higher reactivity than

thinner ones due to reduced resonance capture. That reacti-

vity effect is, however, partly offset by a higher fuel temper-

ature effect if the thicker rods are operated at the same or

a higher linear heat generation rate.

Of course, reactivity considerations are only one aspect of

lattice optimization. The final design of a fuel lattice is the

result of an over-all plant optimization involving thermohydrau-

lics, components design, fuel rod technology and fabrication and

long term fuel management. Optimization calculations have shown

that minimum kWh-costs are achieved at a water-to-fuel volume

ratio around 2 and at a pellet diameter of approximately .90 cm.

The costs vs moderating ratio curves are relatively flat.

Hence the cost optimized core in undermoderated with regard to

reactivity in the unborated condition. Undermoderation leads to

a higher power density and a higher conversion ratio.

Furthermore, undermoderation has a desired effect on the tempera-

ture coefficient of reactivity: with increasing temperature the

moderating ratio decreases, thus leading to a reactivity loss in

undermoderated lattices. A negative temperature coefficient of

reactivity is a desired lattice property because it leads to an

inherent stabilizing behaviour of the core during operational per-

turbations.

As car. bo seen on fig. 2. i, ̂ however, the amount of undermoderatior.

decreases with increasing boron concentration. This tendency

limits the possible amount, of dissolved boron which can be used
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to compensate the surplus reactivity which is required at beginning

of a burnup cycle to achieve a target discharge fuel burnup. With

present fuel management practice this limit is of importance in

initial cores only. In order to reduce the amount of dissolved boron

in these cases fixed burnable absorbers are used.

During the burnup cycle fuel depletion and accumulation of fission

products reduce the reactivity of the core. Fig. 2.6 shows k^, -va-

lues of fuel lattices with different enrichments vs cell burnup.

3. The operator does not have to shape the power distribution

in the horizontal (yy) plane. The radial power and burnup

distribution is self-adjusting due to inherent effects of

neutron transport, thermohydraulics and fuel depletion. It

is, accordingly, a task of the designer to achieve an opti-

mum radial power distribution. Since the power distribution

will change over core life as fuel depletion occurs, the

designer must be able to predict the power density through-

out the burnup cycle.

Some illustrative results of reactor calculations 3.2 Radial power distributions

3.1 General remarks

The calculational methods used in analysis and design of PWR

cores are not standardized. The problems to be solved and the

characteristics of the solutions may, however, be regarded as

specific to the PWR. In this section some typical examples of

problems and solutions are presented.

PWR's with reactivity compensation by chemical shim are opera-

ted with control rods alirost completely withdrawn. Consequences

of this mode of operation are:

1. The power and burnup distributions remain undisturbed by

control rods throughout the burnup cycle.

2. The radial (xy) and axial (z) components of the power

density distributions are sufficiently decoupled to render

a separate 2-dimensional (xy) representation meaningful.

This is particularly true in the first cycle of a PWR, whore

the 3-dimensi>_nal power distribution can be approximated by

the product of the radial (xy)-distribution and an axial

shape function.

The presented solutions were ohtained with a. calculational method

which is known as a higher order Nodal Expansion Method. It is

currently in use at KWU for design and analysis of LWR's. As

with other nodal metr.cis, the computational domain is subdivided

into a number of nodes or meshes.

The results shown here were obtained with a 5X5 mesh representa-

tion of each fuel assembly.

Pig. 3.1 shows oTIe octant of a 1300 MWe PWR core (hatched section

of core cross section). Each square represents one Tuel assembly.

The numbers give the average power densities within each fuel

assembly, normalized to the core average power density. In the

inner core region the distribution is almost flat; in the fuel

assemblies at the core periphery the power density decreases.

Por further analysis we take the highest rated fuel assembly.

The power distribution within this fuel assembly is shown on

fig. 3.2 in the 5X5 mesh representation mentioned. The squares

represent one mesh each; the numDers within the squares give

average power densities within each mesh, normalized to the

core average power density.
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Of particular interest is the highest-rated mesh. The power

density within this mesh, normalized to the average core power

density, is designated as Fxy.

The mesh size shown on fig. 3.2 is the smallest one used in rou-

tine core calculations. The spatial resolution provided by this

mesh size is sufficient for many applicatious in core design

and fuel management. There are, however, important cases in

which the nuclear engineer needs more detailed information on

local power distribution within the meshes.

The power distributions mentioned so far were obtained as solu-

tions of the homogenized problem, so-called macroscopic solutions.

They cannot provide spatial details around lattice irregularities

such as water-filled guide tubes or burnable poisons. To obtain

such details solutions of the heterogeneous problem are needed,

the so-called pin power distributions.

In the heterogeneous problem each individual fuel pin cell is

represented explicitly. Calculations of this type are called

heterogeneous fine mesh calculations. Fig. 3.3 gives an example.

It refers to a fuel assembly with water-filled guide tubes, imbed-

ded in an infinite array of identical fuel assemblies. Each lat-

tice cell is represented by a square. The numbers indicate the

relative power of each cell, the so-called pin factors.

Several methods have been developed to obtain pin power distri-

butions in the actual core. The simplest one is the modulation

method. In it the smooth macroscopic power distribution is multi-

plied by precalculated pin factors as shown in fig. 3.3.

This method permits the identification of the hot rod, i. e. the

highest-rated fuel pin, and the calculation of the maximum pin

power occurring within the core.

Of great practical importance in thermohydraulic design and

safety-related analysis are the hot channel factors. They relate

maximum local 2-dim. power densities to the core average power

density. Two practically important definitions of hot channel

factors are given in Table 3.1.

Fig. 3*^ shows another example of radial power distribution,

in which theory and experiment are compared. It refers to the

Biblis A reactor.

3.3 Axial power distributions

The axial power distribution is subject to more or less pro-

nounced variations during operation. Causes of axial power

redistributions are

Control rod movements

Xe redistributions

-- Thermohydraulic feedback effects

Non-uniform axial burnup

Four typical shapes of axial power distributions are observed

(Fig. 3-5). They can be characterized by power shape indices,

which are also given in fig. 3.5.

An optimum axial power shape is one with minimum axial power

peaking factor Fz. Optimum shapes are symmetric ones such as

type 1 or 2. To maintain a symmetric power shape during oper-

ation, external control actions are required. This will be ex-

plained later.

In an axially uniform core without reflector the axial flux

and power density distribution would be cosine-shaped as indi-

cated in fig. 3.6.
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In a real PWR core power- and burnup-dependent feedback effects

tend to flatten the axial power distribution. In a fresh core

such feedback effects originate from

the power-dependent fuel temperature distribution (the

so-called Doppler effect)

the power-dependent concentration of Xe and other fission

products.

The axial distribution of burnable poisons provides an additio-

nal means for flattening the axial power distribution. The ab-

sorber rods are cut back at their ends in order to allow the

power to increase near the upper and lower core edges.

The combined effect of all these power shaping influences at

beginning of the first cycle can be seen on fig. 3.6. The distri-

bution resembles a flattened cosine.

As fuel depletion proceeds during burnup the axial distribution

of nuclide densities varies. Fuel depletion and fission product

buildup proceed faster in the central regious of the core, thus

with increasing burnup displacing the flux towards the upper and

lower core edges. As a result, double peaked axial shapes

develop (fig. 3.6).

For a detailed theoretical analysis of the axial power distri-

butions a 5-dimensional treatment of the core is required. As an

example, fig. 3.7 shows results of such an 3-dimensional analysis.

In core design and optimization calculations it is not necessary

to consider the axial component of the real 3-dimensional power

distribution because the optimization of axial power shapes de-

pends largely on the operating mode and on external control actions.

3.H Reactivity and fuel depletion

The fuel composition changes with burnup during power operation

due to

fuel depletion

build-up of fission products

transmutation of fertile to fissile nuclides.

A loss of reactivity is associated with these changes. The reac-

tivity inventory of a power reactor must therefore provide a suf-

ficient amount of excess reactivity at the beginning of a burnup

cycle. In a PWR this excess reactivity is compensated by an appro-

priate amount of dissolved boron in the coolant, and, in initial

cores, also by burnable poisons. The concentration of soluble

boron is accordingsly a measure of reactivity available for burn-

up compensation (fig. 3.8).

At the beginning of a burnup cycle the boron concentration has

its highest value. As fuel depletion proceeds, the boron concen-

tration has to be reduced in order to maintain a stationary power

operation. The boron concentration changes almost linearly with

average core burnup (this last remark is not valid for first cycles

where burnable poisons are used).

At any time within the burnup cycle the boron concentration is a

simple and accurate measure of excess reactivity still available

for burnup. The cycle terminates when the boron concentration has

been reduced practically to zero. The so-called natural end of

the burnup cycle is reached at that point.

In practice, however, the burnup cycle may be extended beyond that

natural end by utilizing additional reserves of the reactivity

inventory at the expense of full power availability and coolant

temperature level. This mode of extended operation is called

stretch-out operation.
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Calculations of such boron rundown curves are of great practical

importance to the plant operator within the frame of fuel manage-

ment. They provide the basis for predictions of cycle lengths

and they yield the number and the enrichment of the new fuel

assemblies to be loaded into the core to obtain a specified cycle

length.

4 Principles of nuclear core design and optimization

The thermal output of a reactor is limited by the heat transfer

rate and thermal, hydraulic and metallurgical conditions that

exist in the fuel rods and cooling channels with the highest

power density. It is, therefore, a primary objective of nuclear

core design and optimization to determine a fuel assembly ar-

rangement which will yield an as uniform as possible power dis-

tribution throughout the burnup cycle. This design objective will

yield the highest average power density which is consistent

with the technological and thermohydraulic limitations existing

for the fuel rods.

enriched groups of fuel assemblies are arranged in a checker

board pattern in the center region of the core.

Burnable poisons are used in initial cores; these are also indi-

cated on fig. H.I. Their primary purpose is to reduce the cri-

tical boron concentration; they provide, however, an additional

means to influence and optimize the power distribution.

The multiplication properties of the differently enriched and

poisoned fuel assemblies can be characterized by th3ir k«e -va-

lues. In fig. t.2 is shown the distribution of the assembly-wise

koo -values for the same core.

Fuel with high neutron productivity (k») is positioned in the

core peripheral zone adjacent to the reflector. Neutron leakage

is high in that region. The highly enriched fuel boosts flux and

power density in that region thus restricting the high flux gra-

dient to the outermost row of fuel assemblies only.
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In a uniformly loaded core the radial (xy) power distribution

has a maximum at the core center and decreases towards the core

edge, an unfavourable situation. However, by using the graded

enrichment concept, the designer of an initial core has the means

at hand to improve the radial power distribution. The fuel assem-

blies are subdivided into several, usually three, groups of dif-

ferent enrichment levels. The enrichments are distributed over

the core according to a scheme which improves radial power dis-

tributions. Pig. t.l shows such an initial core loading pattern

for a standard 1300 MWe PWR with 193 fuel assemblies.

There are three groups of fuel assemblies with three different

U-235 enrichments with the fuel rods of any one fuel assembly

being of the same enrichment. In order to achieve the desired

flat power density distribution, the assemblies with the highest

enrichment are positioned at the core periphery. The two less

In the center checker board region fuel assemblies of high and

of low ken alternate. The excess neutrons produced by the high-

k oo assemblies increase the power density in the low-ko* assem-

blies. It is interesting to note that the low-koo assemblies

alone would not be able to maintain a self-sustaining chain

reaction.

A further insight into the physical effects underlying graded

enrichment loading is given in fig. 4.3. Four quantities are

plotted along the principal axis of the core:

— koo

power density

fast "lux

thermal flux.
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The high-k.e -fuel is located at the core periphery, thus res-

tricting flux and power gradients tc a narrow zone. In the inner

checker board region the fast flux varies only little because

of the relative high range of fast neutrons. The fast flux con-

stitutes the source of thermal flux.

As a consequence of the variation of absorption cross sections

with enrichment the thermal flux and the enrichment are varying

in the opposite sense, thus tending to smooth the power density

distribution.

As a result of this loading strategy a uniform over-all power

distribution is achieved over the major portion of the core, as

shown in fig. 4.4.

The core power distribution will change as fuel depletion occurs

during burnup. It is a general observation that these changes

tend to reduce spatial variations of the power density still

."urther. Fuel depletion proceeds faster at locations of high

power density than at locations of low power density. Power peaks

are reduced in this way. Thus the power distribution is self-stab-

ilizing itself towards the desired optimum. - This self-flattening

effect is possible because, as mentioned earlier, PWR cores are

controlled by a uniformly distributed poison (boric acid). Deple-

tion proceeds without the disturbing effects of control rods.

Pig. 4.5 shows as an illustration the decrease of the macroscopic

not channel factor with increasing cycle burnup.

,e inherent stability of the radial power distribution is a fea-

tre important to the designer: Once the radial power distribution

,as been optimized at the beginning of a burnup cycle, the opti-

mization criteria will continue to be met during depletion. - In

first cycles this last conclusion has to be modified somewhat, if

strong burnable poisons with high self-shielding are used. In this

ca:-o special attention has to be paid to the interaction between

fuel depletion and poison burnup to achieve a stable power distri-

bution.

By the end of the burnup cycle some of the fuel assemblies will

have to be discharged and to be replaced by fresh reload fuel. The

design of reload cores is based on the same principles as that of

initial cores. Instead of graded enrichment loading, however, grad-

ed burnup is used to achieve the desired flat radial power distri-

bution. This will be described in more detail in section 6.

Of course all theoretical design methods have to be validated

either by experience or by comparison with the solutions of so-cal-

led benchmark problems. Figs. 4.6 and 4.7 give examples of compa-

risons of experiments with theory.

Table 4.1 summarizes some characteristics of PWR core design and

operation, which have consequences on physics design and analysis.

Table 4.2 gives sore information on the analytic representation

of PWR cores and the neutron energy spectrum in steady-state

reactor calculations.

5 Principles of thermohydraulic core design

5.1 Introduction

Thermal and hydraulic conditions and limitations existing in the

core of a power reactor determine the nuclear design to a large

excent. For a complete understanding of core design objectives

and criteria it is therefore necessary to consider the principles

of thermohydraulic core design.

In the thermohydraulic analysis the reactor core is considered as

a heat source. Its thermal output has to be transferred from the

fuel to the primary coolant and to the steam generators without

exceeding fuel design limits.



Table 5.1 summarizes the thermohydraulio design data of a 1300 MWe

PWR plant.

The thermohydraulio analysis of a reactor is rather closely relat-

ed to the nuclear analysis. The correlation is shown schematically

on fig. 5.1.

In the thermohydraulic analysis the core is assumed to be composed

of coolant subchannels. The cross sections of the subchannels cor-

respond to the unit lattice cells of the nuclear analysis. The

fission power density resulting from the nuclear analysis consti-

tutes the primary input quantity to the thermonhydraulic analysis.

It gives rise to a heat flux, which influences the coolant condi-

tions.

The coolant conditions are described in terms of the thermohydrau-

lie variables: temperature, pressure, steam content. The energy

stored per unit mass of coolant is called the specific enthalpy.

it is a function of the fluid properties.

Local variations of the thermohydraulic conditions change the

local macroscopic cross sections and, consequently, the neutron

flux, power and burnup distribution. A coupling or feedback bet-

ween space-dependent thermohydraulic conditions and power density

distribution results. In calculations of core power distributions

these feedpack effects have to be accounted for.

The local feedback effects are relatively weak during steady-state

full power operation of a PWR, compared for instance with a BWR

with its large void fraction in the coolant. Unter operating con-

ditions deviating from steady-state full power operation local

feedback effects become noticeable in PWR#s also. Examples are

given in a later section.

A vertical section through a coolant subchannel is shown schema-

tically on fig. 5.2.

The coolant enters the channel from below. The mass flow rate and

the fluid conditions at the channel inlet are determined by the

design and operating state of the primary system.

The coolant is heated along its path from the channel inlet to

the channel outlet. As a result, the specific enthalpy of the

coolant rises. The difference in specific enthalpy between channel

inlet and outlet defines the channel enthalpy rise A H . In a

steady-state operating state the channel enthalpy rise multiplied

by the coolant mass flow rate is equal to the nuclear power gener-

ated in that channel, i. e. the integrated linear power density.

This quantity is called the channel power.

5.2 The hot channel concept

In the thermohydraulic analysis not all of the channels =of a core

need to be considered explicitly. It is sufficient to consider

two fictitious channels, the average and the hot channel.

The average channel represents the core average properties of all

channels, in particular the average channel power and average

enthaply rise £ H .

In the hot channel all possible deviations from the average are

combined so as to yield the maaimum possible enthalpy rise. As

the inlet coolant conditions are the same for all channels, the

maximum specific enthalpy occurs at the outlet of the hot channel.

The ratio of the hot channel enthalpy rise to the core average

enthaply rise is called the enthalpy rise hot channel factor P . H.

It is a key parameter in the thermohydraulic analysis. It relates

the hot channel conditions to the average channel conditions. A

breakdown of F « H is given on table 5.2.
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The most important subfaetor of F . u is the nuclear hot channel
N ^

factor F A U ' ** ^ s closely related to the 2-dimensional nuclear
hot channel factor Fxy.

5.3 Power density and temperature distributions

One goal of the thermal analysis is to determine the temperature

distribution in the core in order to ensure that no thermal lim-

its are exceeded, The temperatures will remain within design lim-

its if one can ensure that the thermal conditions of the hot

channel remain below those limits.

Fig. 5.3 shows typical axial profiles of coolant and cladding tem-

peratures in the average and hot channels of a PWR. The coolant

temperature T« and TK[, rises continuously from the channel inlet

to the channel outlet. It reaches a value slightly below satura-

tion temperature in the hot channel at nominal power. One of the

thermohydraulic design criteria of a PWR cooling system requires

that no bulk boiling occurs at nominal power. At design overpower,

however, a minor amount of net steam generation may occur in the

hot channel.

The outer clad temperature T H a in the hot channel increases

relatively sharply to the boilding temperature of the coolant.

At this point the heat transfer conditions at the rod surfaces

change as nucleate surface boiling occurs.

The heat transfer from the rod surface to the coolant improves

markedly at that point so that the outer clad temperature does

not exceed significantly the saturation temprature even at higher

heat fluxes. Thus surface boiling limits the temperature of the

clad. This important effect prevents excessive corrosion and

embrittlement of the Zircaloy cladding which would occur at higher

temperatures.

The steam voids resulting from surface boiling are restricted

to a small surface layer surrounding the rods. They do not pene-

trate into the bulk volume of the coolant. Thus the average steam

content in the core is rather low, below 1 % by volume at nominal

operating conditions.

5.U Power peaking factor Fq

Heat fluxes as well as fuel and cladding temperatures are directly

related to the nuclear power density in the core. Obviously, the

power capability of a reactor is limited by the magnitude of the

peak power density occyring in the core. It is, accordingly, one

of the most important goals of core design to achieve an as uni-

form as possible power distribution. A convenient figure charac-

terizing the non-uniformity of the power distribution is the power

peaking factor Fq (also called heat flux hot channel factor). It

is explained on table 5.3.

Is is assumed in the definition of Fq that all adverse local

effects on power density add up in an unfavourable sense to yield

the power density at the hot spot. The Fq-factor is therefore to be

understood as relating to a maximum possible value of local power

density and not as an expected value.

The Fq-factor is an important parameter in the analysis of the

loss of coolant accident. The maximum possible clad demperature

during such an accident depends on the maximum possible power

density in the initial state. The design limit of Fq is therefore

determined in accordance with the capacity of the emergency core

cooling system.

5.5 Critical heat flux and DNB ratio

At a given power density the fuel rod temperature depends strong-

ly on the heat transfer at the cladding-coolant interface. The
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heat transfer has a maximum within the nucleate boiling range.

If, however, the heat flux exceeds a critical level, a vapour

film will be formed on the rod surface which decreases the heat

transfer rate dramatically. As a consequence, a sharp rise of

the cladding temperature will occur which might result in a

failure or rupture of the canning. This unstable transition froni

nucleate boilding to film boilling in called "burnout".

The critical heat flux depends on a large number of factors,

indicated on table S.1*. It cannot be calculated from first prin-

ciples, as it is the case with the nuclear power density. Empirical

correlations of the critical heat flux and the above mentioned

factors are used, which are derived from special experiments.

It is one of the most important goals of thermohydraulic design

to avoid film boiling not only during normal operation but even

during operational transients which are classified as anti-

cipated operational occurences (AOO's). The limiting A00 with

respect to film boilding is the loss of flow accident (failure of

all recirculation pumps).

The margin to film boiling is usually expressed in terms of the

so-called DNB ratio (table 5.t).

For a given coolant channel geometry the critical heat flux de-

pends on the coolant conditions. It is, accordingly, a function

of the height z in the channel.

The limiting conditions with regard to DNB occur in the hot chan-

nel. They ars directly related to the enthalpy rise factor F * H -

Pig. 5.4 shows

the actual heat flux

the critical heat flux

the DNB ratio

vs channel height z

5.6 Summary and practical experience

in the hot channel of a PWR core.

Having now presented an overview of nuclear and thsrmohydraulic

core design principles, table 5.5 summarizes the core design

objectives and criteria.

This section concludes with some examples of practical results.

They refer to the not channel factors. These factors car. be

broken down into subfactors, the most important of which are the

nuclear subfactors, which refer to the macroscopic power density

distribution. This is a measurable quantity, so we can follow the

hot channel factors during operation. Fig. 5-5 and 5.6 give some

results.

6 In-core fuel management

6.1 Introduction

For economically optimized power reactor operation multi-cycle

fueling is required. In this mode of fueling some of the fuel

assemblies are replaced by fresh fuel at the end of an opera-

tional period called burnup cycle. The remaining fuel assemblies

are shuffled in such a way as to give, together with the fresh

fuel assemblies, a flat power distribution.

In-core fuel management concerns all preparations and operations

necessary to utilize the reload fuel in a most economic way in

the reactor according to the operator's requirements while main-

taining the power capacity of the reactor. It can be regarded as

part of the complete fuel cycle. A schematic representation of

in-core fuel management is shown on fig. 6.1.
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In-core fuel management has long, medium and short term aspects.

Its 3hort term objective is the optimization of loading patterns

and shuffling schemes for actual refueling operations. The neces-

sary calculations to attain that objective constitute the bulk

amount of computational work to be done for sustaining continuous

operation of a power reactor.

6.2 Reload core design and optimization

6.2.1 Conditions and objectives

In table 6.1 are summarized some physics aspects of reload core

design.

Apart from the general core design objectives in-core fuel manage-

ment has to pay attention to the burnup distribution. It is one

of the medium term objectives of in-core fuel management to achieve

an uniform burnup distribution among the discharged fuel assemblies.

The fuel assemblies are depleted during several burnup cycles,

usually 3; they accumulate their final discharge burnup in diffe-

rent core positions. The optimization of the burnup distribution

has to consider, accordingly, several burnup cycles.

6.2.2 Equilibrium burnup cycle, cycle number

If the conditions of reload core design remain constant through

several cycles, the optimization procedure may finally result

in periodic self-replicating loading patterns and shuffling

schemes. The corresponding burnup cycles are called equilibrium

burnup cycles. Although in real burnup cycles the conditions of

an ideal equilibrium cycle may never be attained exactly, the

equilibrium cycle is a useful concept in demonstrating the prin-

ciples of in-core fuel management,

Some important quantities characterizing an equilibrium burnup

cycle are given on table 6.2. They are related to each other

according to a simple equation, which contains a number Z, called

cycle number. Z gives the average number of cycles a fuel assemb-

ly stays in the core. The reciprocal of Z is the fraction of fuel

to be discharged at the end of the equilibrium cycle.

Since for economical reasons bothj., and P.. should be as high

as can be justified by thermal and metallurgical limitations,

the ratio By/Py assumes a relatively fixed value. T and OC are

usually specified by the operator. The left hand side of the

equation therefore is influenced mainly by choosing a suitable

cycle number Z.

An integral cycle number Z means that all discharged fuel as-

semblies have been irradiated in exactly Z cycles. Non-integral

cycle numbers indicate that some of the discharged fuel assemb-

lies have been irradiated for Z - 1 or Z + 1 cycles, respective-

ly, the remainder for Z cycles. The consequences of non-integral

cycle numbers on the distribution of the discharge burnup are

illustrated in fig. 6.2.

A cycle number slightly exceeding an integral number (lower part)

leads to a relatively high peak burnup of a few fuel assemblies.

A cycle number somewhat below an integral number results in a

lower peaks average burnup ratio.

The choice of an optimum cycle number depends on the refueling

frequency, the load factor and the operation mode (base load or

load follow) to be specified by the utility. Host frequently a

value around 3 is chosen, which refers to base load operation

and a cycle length of 1 year.

6.2.3 Design principles

1M

The basic principles of designing reload cores will be demonstrat-

ed with an example. referring to the equilibrium burnup cycle of
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a 1300 HWe PWK with a cycle number Z about 3 and 193 fuel assemb-

lies.

In the upper half on Fig. 6.3 the burnup distribution before

refueling is shown as it exists at the end of the preceding

cycle. The depletion of each fuel assembly is characterized by

its average burnup. The burnup values are grouped more or less

around three values (8-10), (20-25), (31-37), corresponding to

the numbers of cycles (1, 2 and 3). in which the individual fuel

assemblies have been irradiated. (The central assembly is an

exception because the cycle number Z is slightly greater than 3).

Thus a considerable range of burnup values exists. The resulting

spread in reactivity values allows for a great deal of flexibi-

lity in determining an optimum fuel arrangement for the subsequent

cycle.

On the lower half of fig. 6.3 a shuffling scheme is shown, lead-

ing to an optimized new core loading. The principles underlying

its derivtion are:

1. The most depleted fuel assemblies being irradiated for

3 cycles are discharged from the core (arrows).

2. Fuel assemblies having only one irradiation cycle and ac-

cordingly low depletion are shuffled from the periphery into

the inner core zone (lines).

3. Fresh fuel assemblies are loaded into the outer core zone

into positions cleared by the 1-cycle assemblies (arrows).

4. The partially depleted fuel assemblies, being irradiated

for 1 or 2 cycles, respectively, are distributed in the

inner core zone in a pattern resembling a checker board.

(The arrows and lines in fig. 6.3 indicate the paths which re-

load assemblies take through the core in the course of consecu-

tive burnup cycles).

The result of the suffling operations is a new loading pattern.

It may be characterized by the new distribution of assembly

averaged burnup as shown in the upper half of fig. 6.h. The fresh

fuel tends to boost the power density in the outside high-leakage

region of the core. In the inner core region the reactivity varia-

tions between adjacent fuel assemblies of different exposure flat-

tens the power density distribution. As a result, an overall flat

power distribution is obtained as shown on the lower half of

fig. 6.0.

It is a characteristic of this loading scheme that highly deplet-

ed fuel assemblies are sustained by adjacent less depleted ones

thus improving neutron economy and fuel utilization.

The radial power distribution does not change significantly during

the subsequent burnup period (fig. 6.It, lower half). It tends to

flatten with increasing cycle burnup due to feedback interactions

between local power density and local fuel depletion. As a con-

sequence, a well optimized power distribution will remain so

throughout the burnup cycle.

6.3 Fuel management and reload design practice

The economical and technical implications of fuel management re-

quire long and medium term considerations as indicated on Tab-

les 6.3 and 6.1.

The design conditions of reload cores are, on the one hand, based

on long and medium term considerations as explained on Tables 6.3

its
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and 6.4. On the other hand, however, design practice must consider

also short term needs of the actual operational conditions such as

short term changes of scheduled cycle length

premature discharge of defective fuel assemblies

reinsertion of temporarity stored fuel assemblies irradiated

in earlier cycles.

Thus the real short term in-core fuel management differs more or

less from the ideal equilibrium cycle. This is illustrated sche-

matically on fig. 6.5.

The aspects of short term fuel management are summarized on

Tables 6.5 and 6.6.

6.4 Examples of practical results

Examples of practical results are given on Figs. 6.6 and 6.7 and

on Table 6.7.

7 Reactivity and reactivity control

7.1 Introduction

In the design and operation of a PWR reactivity considerations

are of some importance; they refer to:

Provision of sufficient excess reactivity for burnup

Determination of subcriticality in the shut-down condition

Calculation of dynamic behaviour during accidents

Provision of sufficient shut-down margin in case of accidents

7.2 Definitions of reactivity

its

In a steady-atate operation state the rate of neutron production

by fission equals the rate at which neutrons are lost by absorp-

tion and leakage. A comparison of the neutron production rate

with the rates of absorption and leakage is called a neutron

balance. In steady-state operation the neutron balance is equal-

ized. In mathematical terms this condition is associated with a

solution of the corresponding steady-state eigenvalue problem with

eigenvalue K -- = 1 , known as criticality condition.

Table 7*1 contains as an example the global neutron balance of

a 650 MWe PWR. The neutron production rate was arbitrarily

assumed to be 100.

All factors that influence the global neutron balance in such a

way that a net production rate neutrons results fwhich -ray be

positive or negative) lead to a transient behaviour of neutron

flux and power. A new equilibrium state is reached only if the

neutron producing and removing reactions are balanced again. This

can be effected either by internal feedback effects or by exter-

nal control adjustments.

A fraction of the fission neutrons appear with a time delay. The

precursors of these delayed neutrons constitute an additional

source of neutrons. Under steady-state conditions the distinction

between prompt and delayed neutrons is irrelevant. This is the

reason why the production rate of delayed neutrons was not

quoted in Table 7.1. In transient states, however, the delayed

neutrons (and their precursors) influence the kinetic behaviour

of the reactor significantly.

In mathematical terms, transient states are associated with

eigenvalues K g f f i l of the corresponding static reactor problem.

The analysis of transient states is carried out under reactor

kinetics and will not be given here in detail. It is sufficient

to say that the simplest form of reactor kinetics is the point

kinetic model. The most important kinetic parameter appearing in

point kinetic is the reactivity.



Two definitions of reactivity are in use (table 7-2):

The dynamic definition in which the reactivity appears as

a measure of deviation from the balanced condition

the static definition which relates the reactivity to the

multiplication factor K e f f of the associated static reactor

problem.

Both definitions can be regarded as equivalent within the scope

of the present discussion.

7.3 Dynamic reactivity coefficients

7.3.I Point kinetic model with feedback

The point kinetic model (fig. 7.1) correlates the time-dependent

average power density f(t) with the reactivity J>(t). To describe

the interactions between the power density P and the state varia-

bles Xj, the model has to be incorporate feedback loops as indi-

cated in Pig. 1.1. The dynamic reactivity coefficients F i cor-

relate variations in the thermohydraulie state parameters X^ with

reactivity changes, as shown on Table 7.5. They describe the

inherent dynamic properties of the reactor based on the point

kinatic approximation. The coefficients 7^ can be regarded as

constant as long as the changes flX^ are small. In that range the

kinetic model is said to be linear.

The short term transient behaviour of a reactor is of interest

mainly in accident analysis. In these cases where the changes dX^

are large, the feedback reactivity is to be expressed in terms

of reactivity equivalents as indicated on Pig. 7.1. Although the

applicability of the point kinetic model is limited in these cases,

it may provide valuable insight into basic relations determining

such transients.

Without going into detail, it is clear that the sign of the

feedback reactivity determines the inherent stability charac-

teriatics of the reactor: A negative feedback reactivity tends

to stabilize the dynamic behaviour and vice versa. This is the

reason why negative feedback reactivities are generally con-

sidered as desirable or even essential. It must be noted, how-

ever, that the stability characteristics of a reactor are deter-

mined by the combined effect of-all feedback loops and not on

the sign of one individual loop alone. This last rewark is of

importance for PWR's. During start up at the beginning of a

new burnup cycle temporarily positive feedback reactivities may

occur without violating the requirement that the over-all feed-

back reactivity remains negative.

7.3.2 Moderator density and void coefficient

Variations of moderator density occur during normal operation

of a PKR only as a consequence of thermal expansion or contrac-

tion of the moderator due to temperature changes. In this con-

nection the density coefficient is to be considered as part of

the moderator temperature coefficient.

Large variations of moderator density may occur as a consequence

of accidents involving large pressure drops. The most important

accident of this type is the loss of coolant accident. In that

event steam voids may be formed reducing tho average moderator

density appreciably. In that context the moderator density co-

efficient is usually expressed as void coefficient.

In the analysis of the moderator density coefficient two contri-

butions to the neutron balance originating from density varia-

tions have to be considered:

1. The moderating ratio decreases with decreasing density.

As PWR cores are undermoderated in the boron-free condi-

tion (cf. sectiot. ,?}. rea'ctivity will also decrease with

decreasing density. This is illustrated in Pig. 7.1.
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This Pig. shows the reactivity Jof of an infinite PWR fuel

lattice as function of the moderator density. At first we

consider the boron-free case (curve denoted by 2), which

refers to end-of-cycle-conditions, starting with nominal

operating conditions, the reactivity decreases as voids are

formed.

2. The second contribution to the moderator density coeffici-

ents comes from the boron concentration. The volumetric

boron concentration goes down with the moderator density.

If moderator is displaced there is also boron displaced.

That adds a positive contribution to the reactivity change

if density is reduced. Thus the magnitude of the density

coefficient decreases with increasing boron concentration.

This is illustrated by the curve 1 in Pis;. 7.1.

Regardless of the magnitude of the boron concentration a

s'trong reduction of reactivity occurs with high void contents.

This is an important feature with regard to safety considera-

tions as it constitutes an inherent shut down mechanism

limiting the consequences of accidents. Present design

practice and regulatory rules require that the void coeffi-

cient may not be positive at nominal operating conditions.

For practical reasons a corresponding design criterion is

stated in .terms of the moderator temperature coefficient

(cf. section 7.3.1).

7.3.3 Fuel temperature coefficient
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The fuel temperature depends on the linear heat rate and the

over-all heat transfer characteristics of the fuel rod. The heat

transfer characteristics are comp?.icated functions of power den-

sity and burnup history of '-he rod.

They depend on

dimensional changes of fuel rod and canning during irradia-

tion, in particular changes of the gap width between fuel

and canning

changes of pressure and composition of the gas filling the

gap between fuel and canning

structural changes the fuel undergoes during irradiation.

The calculation of fuel temperature is based on a fuel rod model

which takes into account all effects mentioned above.

The fuel t&mperature coefficient is attributed mainly to the

Doppler broadening of the resonance absorption lines. According

to theory, the resonance absorption varies with the square root

of the fuel temperature. Consequently the fuel temperature coef-

ficient decreases with increasing power density. Typical values

are shown on Fig. 7-2.

The fuel temperature coefficient derives its importance mainly

from the fact that it provides a prompt feedback mechanism limit-

ing fuel temperature changes during power transients.

Fig. 7-3 shows as an extreme example the typical response of a

PWR to a step increase of reactivity. Starting with critical zero

power conditions a step increase of reactivity was assumed. The

magnitude of the step was chosen to be .8 % Af . This unrealistic

high value is large enough to drive the reactor into a super-

prompt-critical power excursion (Reactivity steps of that size

are purely hypothetical; they cannot occur in a PWR even under

accident conditions).

The power density (fission rate) rises rapidly. The Doppler feed-

back terminates the excursion promptly, reducing it to a short
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power burst. The important result is that the fuel temperature"

rises to a new equilibrium value without overshoot. The equili-

brium value is still below the nominal value in the case shown.

7.3-t Moderator temperature coefficient

The moderator temperature coefficient can be though of as com-

posed of two components:

a density coefficient, associated with the thermal expansion

of the moderator, and

a spectral coefficient, associated with the change of the

thermal neutron spectrum with temperature. The thermal neu-

tron spectrum depends on the scattering properties of the

moderator; these change with the Maxwellian motion of the

moderator molecules.

A closer analysis shows that the density coefficient deter-

mines largely the moderator temperature coefficient, in par-

ticular the effect thereon of the boron concentration.

Fig. 7.5 shows typical values of the moderator temperature

coefficient at nominal PWR operation conditions. The magnitude

of the coefficient increases as the boron concentration decre-

ases with burnup. This observation is in accordance with the

expectation based on the relationship between moderator tempera-

ture and density coefficient and on the discussion of sec-

tion 7.3.2.

Present design practice and regulatory guides require that the

moderator temperature coefficient is to be negative at normal

operating conditions.

Because of the close relationship between the moderator tempera-

ture and the moderator density coefficient this requirement en-

sures that the void coefficient is also negative.

That design criterion sets an upper limit on the concentration

of soluble boron in the moderator and hence on the excess rea-

tivity at the beginning of a new burnup cycle, thus limiting the

achievable cycle burnup. In first cycles the excess reactivity

and hence the boron concentration is usually higher than in

later ones. To meet the criterion mentioned above, burnable,

non-soluble poisons are used in first cycles; they reduce the

required amount of soluble boron and shift the moderator tempe-

rature coefficient towards the negative direction.

7.3.5 Combined fuel and -nsderator temperature coefficient

During all operational transients and most accidents the rate

of coolant temperature change is slow enough to justify the

assumption that the fuel temperature remains in a quasistatio-

nary equilibrium with the moderator temperature. The temperature

coefficient to be introduced into the reactivity balance is

accordingly a combined coefficient, composed of the sum of the

fuel temperature coefficient and the moderator temperature coef-

ficient. Temperature coefficients measured by coolant tempera-

ture variations are always combined coefficients.

At zero power, where moderator and fuel are at the same tempe-

rature, the combined temperature coefficient is called the

isothermal temperature coefficient.

Pig. 7.6 shows values of the isothermal temperature coefficient.

Here again we see that the coefficient is shifted towards the

positive direction with increasing boron concentration.
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The isothermal temperature coefficient determines the reactivity

change during cool-down and heat-up of the subcritical reactor

over a wide temperature range. The temperature-dependent shut-

down margin available in that case may be estimated from a

reactivity balance which includes the integrated isothermal

temperature coefficient.

7.4 Reactivity equivalents and reactivity balances

In most cases in the analysis of normal operational transients

the time behaviour during the transient is not of interest. In-

stsad, the analysis can be restricted to the comparison of the

initial and the final steady-state critical states. This type

of analysis is called criticality analysis.

Typical problems to be solved by criticality analysis are for

instance:

1. Starting with a steady-state critical operating state, one

or more of the operational variables, i. e. power, is

varied. The question is: How are the remaining operational

variables to be changed in order to maintain criticality?

2. The reactor is shut down from a steady-state critical

operating state. The question is: What is the magnitude

of the reactivity in the shut down, subcritioal condition?

Of course, the reactivity would be negative in this case.

The operational conditions of a PWR are described by a number of

operational variables some of which are given on Table 7.3. The

reactivity is a function of all of these variables.

very large number of combinations of operating variables would

have to be considered with a corresponding amount of computa-

tional work. A different approach is therefore taken in practice.

In the analysis the real operational transition is decomposed

into a series of several fictitious steps- or partial transitions

(Table 7.3)- During each partial transition only one variable

is changed. Each partial transition changes the reactivity by an

amount called bhe reactivity equivalent of that transition.

The tctal change of reactivity is then expressed as the sum of

the individual reactivity equivalents. This sum is called a

reactivity balance.

In setting up a reactivity balance the problem of criticality

analysis is reduced to the problem of determining the reactivi-

ty equivalents. This approach is, however, capable of solving

criticality problems with much less computational effort com-

pared with direct calculations. The reasons are:

1. With a relatively small number of reactivity coefficients

cr equivalents, pre-calculated for typical reference con-

ditions, a great number of parameter combinations can be

analyzed.

2. The contributions of individual variables to the critica-

lity change may be assessed separately.

3. Generic information and experimental results may easily be

incorporated into the analysis.
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Problems of criticality analysis may be solved by calculating

the reactivity directly for the operating conditions of interest.

To meet the requirements of operational practice, however, a

As an example of a reactivity balance, Table 7.4 illustrates

the determination of control rod requirements of a PWR.
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7.5 Boron equivalents

In criticality analysis of PWR's it is convenient to express

changes of the eriticality conditions in terms of boron equiva-

lents instead of reactivity equivalents. The boron equivalent

of a particular transition from one steady-state condition to

another is that boron concentration change which would have to

be made in order to maintain criticality.

Fig. 7.7 shows the boron equivalents of some important opera-

tional transitions of a PWR as a function of cycle burnup. The

lines represent critical boron concentrations for the operatio-

nal states indicated (The control rods are assumed to be fully

withdrawn). The differences of the critical boron concentrations

at a given burnup are the boron equivalents of the corresponding

transition.

7.6 Reactivity control

7.6.1 General

reactivity loss due to fuel burnup

changes in Xe- and Sm-poisoning

cold-to-hot temperature changes.

The boron concentration is usually given as a mass concentra-

tion in ppm (10 ).

The reactivity effect of dissolved boron is expressed in terms

of the so-called (differential) boron worth. It is defined as

the reactivity change per unit change of boron concentration.

Usually the inverse boron worth is quoted. Typical values are

90 ppm boron/* A? in the hot condition

70 ppm boron/? A f in the cold condition

7.6.3 Control rods

The more rapid reactivity changes are accommodated by mechani-

cal control rods. The control rods provide reactivity control

for

Reactivity control in a PWR is provided by fast shutdown

1. Chemical shim

2. Movable control rods

3. Fixed burnuppoison rods.

7.6.2 Chemical shim control

PWR's make use of chemical shim control to compensate for most

operational reactivity requirements. Boron acid is used a a

neutron absorber! it is dissolved in the primary reactor cool-

ant. Since changing the concentratior. of a dissolved poison is

inherently a slow process, the chemical shim control is used

only to compensate for slowly varying reactivity effects such

as

rapid reactivity changes associated with changes of power,

resulting from fuel temperature variations

reactivity changes associated with changes in the average

coolant temperature during some load changes

reactivity rate required for operational transients.

The control rod worth requirement including the most reactive

rod stueh in the withdrawn position is roughly 5 % A f •

A breakdown of the control rod worth requirement was given in

Table 7."t.
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The effect of small control rod motions on reactivity is ex-

pressed in terms of the differential rod worth. Pig. 7.8 gives

an example.

The integrated reactivity effect of large changes in control

rod position is the integral control rod worth. Fig. 7.9 gives

an example.

The reactivity effect of the control rods may be expressed in

terms of boron equivalents. These are derived from critical

boron concentrations as shown in Fig. 7.10. The differences

between the critical boron concentrations yield the boron equi-

valents (fig. 7.11). This example also demonstrates the depen-

dence of rod worths on moderator temperature.

8 Power redistribution effects and control of pwer

distribution

8.1 Gsneral

During power operation the local conditions within the core are

dependent on the power density distribution; conversely, the

power density and burnup distribution is influenced by the local

conditions. This type of interaction between power density and

burnup on the one hand and local conditions on the other hand

may be described in terms of a feedback interaction.

Local parameters leading to feedback interactions are

luel temperature

moderator temperature and density

burnup

Xe-concentration

Global changes of these parameters, i. e. changes of their spatial

averages, lead to criticality changes, which are described in
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terms of reactivity feedback effects. Reactivity feedback effects

are compensated for by reactivity control and were discussed in

section 7.

Local variations of the parameters cause changes in the power and

burnup distribution. The local effects cause spontaneous redis-

tributions of power density. These are the s-jbject of this sec-

tion.

To describe redistribution effects it is convenient to break

down 3-dimensional power redistributions into different modes

according to the 3 space dimensions. Thus we distinguish axial,

radial and azimuthal modes of power redistributions.

3.2 Thermohydraulic feedback effect3

Thermohydraulic feedback effects are those which originate from

local variations of the thermohydraulic conditions. In calcula-

tions of core power distributions these feedback effects are ac-

counted for by an iterative procedure alternating between ther-

mohydraulic and flux-power calculations. This in indicated sche-

matically on Fig. 8.4.

As an example of pertinent results Fig. 8.5 shows the effect of

fuel temperature feedback or Doppler feedback on power distribu-

tion.

For illustrative purposes a disturbed operating state was

chosen because the effects are more pronounced in this case.

It can be seen on Fig. 8.5 that the local Doppler feedback appre-

ciably reduces the peak power density. It is typical that the

negative Doppler feedback tends to flatten the power density

distribution.

A second example illustrates power-dependent axial flux redistri-

butions (Fig. 8.6).
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At a given power level the coolant conditions at the core inlet

are fixed by external plant control systems. Due to the heat

flow from the fuel to the coolant the coolant temperature rises

as the coolant flows upwards through the core. The resulting

temperature gradient tends to shift the axial power distribution

towards the lower core half, because the moderator tempeature

coefficient is negative. That effect, integrated over a

certain time, results in a slight axial burnup asymmetry. This

asymnetry tends to restore the axial power balance. That inherent

tendency is supplemented by actions of the axial power shape

control system. So in normal full power operation the axial power

distribution is symmetric.

With this feedback mechanism any axial_gradient of thermohydraulic

cojidi •'.''ons is compensated by a corresponding axial burnup asym-

metry. \s the thermohydraulic feedback effects are small in a

. PWR the resulting burnup asymmetry is also small).

That compensation effect disappears, however, when the thermohy-

draulic asymmetry disappears, for example after shut down. We

then observe a strong flux redistribution into the upper core

half at zero power (Fig. 8.6).

Such flux redistribution effects have an influence on reactivity

at zero power and have to be taken into account in calculating

shut down reactivities.

Axial power redistributions also occur during operational power

changes, for instance during start up or load follow operation.

Therefore j.^ PWR's systems to detect and control axial power

redistributions are provided.

3.3 Xe-oscillations

perturbations. This response can be either divergent or convergent

depending on the size of the reactor, its power density and the

mode of redistribution observed.

Pig. 8.1 shows an example of an axial. Xe-cispillation. The axial

power distribution is characterized there by the axial offset

ratio, defined in section 3. After an initial axial perturbation,

for instance a movement of control rods, the core operational

conditions were left constant. The ensuing axial power density

transient is called a free Xe-oseillation. In the case of Pig. 8.1,

the oscillation is convergent or damped, i. e. consecutive ampli-

tudes are decreasing in size. The period of the oscillation is

about 27 hours.

Reactors which are sufficiently large both in geometrical dimens-

ions and power output can be subject to divergent axial Xe-oscil-

lations, they are said to be unstable with respect to axial Xe-

escillations. Pig. 8.2 gives an example.

The disposition of a reactor .to develop divergent Xe-oscillations

increases with

reactor size

magnitude of neutron flux

decreasing axial bucklir.g of flux distribution.

It was pointed out in section 3 that the axial power distribution

flattens with increasing burnup; in terms of buckling this means

that the axial buckling decreases with burnup. As a result, the

axial instability increases with increasing burnup.

The core data pertinent to the examples are:

The dynamics of Xe-induced power redistribution effects is usually

characterized by the response of the power distribution to_ external
Pig.

Pig.

8
8
.1
.2

KKS

Biblis A

Power

1892 MWfch

3517 MWth

Core

3,00

3,90

height

m

m
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Other modes of Xe redistributions besides the axial one are of

much less impo.M-.anee because

1. they are much more damped, and

2. they are hot induced during normal operation.

As an example. Pig. 8.3 shows an azimuthal Xe-oscillation. This

oscillation was induced by deliberately inserting an off-center

control rod for 1 1/2 hours. The parameter used here to describe the

azimuthal power distribution is the quadrant tilt difference;

it is defined as the difference between the power generated

in two opposite quadrants of the core. As can be seen, this

oscillation is stronly covergent.

It must, be noted that changes of azimuthal power distribution

are always accompanied by changes of azimuthal distribution of

the moderator temperature. We expect therefore a dependence of

azimuthal transient power behavior on the moderator temperature

coefficient. The more negative this coefficient is, the more

stable the reactor will be with respect to azimuthal power per-

turbations. Therefore, the damping factor observed in Fig. 8.3

at BOC will increase still more with increacing cycle burnup

because with increasing burnup the moderator temperature coeffi-

cient will shift towards more negative values.

8.1 Control of axial power shape
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Radial and azimuthal power distributions are stable even in the

largest PWR's in operation today. They are optimized by the

core designer and do not require control during operation.

In contrast to this, axial power redistribution effects are sig-

nificant and require external control to keep the axial power

shape within design limits.

Different strategies to control axial power shape have been de-

veloped in the past. One of the most widely proposed and applied

method was the utilization of part length rods. Part length rods

are movable absorber rods similar to normal control rods with

the exception that their absorbing length is less than the core

height. The control strategy consists of placing the part length

rods into those axial core sections which require additional ab-

sorption to suppress axial peaks.

Part length rods have some drawbacks. One of them is the flux

distortion which they cause during normal operation as well as

during possible misoperation. Therefore, in the last few years a

different method of axial power shape control was developed.

With this method , the normal control rods are used as a power

shape control device. To this purpose, some control rods are com-

bined into a power shaping bank. The number of control rods as-

signed to this bank is chosen to be high enough so that only a few

steps of bank movement are sufficient to shift the axial power

peak up and down. This is demonstrated in Fig. 8.7. (In this Fig.

the power shaping bank is called L-bank).

Of course, the power shaping function of this bank is also accom-

pmanied by a reactivity effect. This reactivity effect is compen-

sated for by a second weak control rod bank and by boron. It has

been found that it is possible by suitable control rod programming

and a suitable over-all control strategy, to separate the power

shape control and the reactivity control sufficiently to achieve

stable operation both with respect to power and power shape.

Fig. 8.8 illustrates the effect of power shape control. At

time 0 the axial power shape control was switched off and a

free axial Xe-oscillation was allowed to build up. After 55 hours,

when the power peak was in the lower half of the core, the power

shape control was again switched on. As a result, the axial off-

set ratio was reduced immediately to near zero and was subse-

quently held within a deadband provided for normal operation.
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9.1

'In-core instrumentation

General

All PWR's are equipped with core monitoring instrumentation

systams and associated data processing systems. The purpose of

these systems can be summarized as follows:

1. Measurement of neutron flux and power distribution during

startup with new core loadings in order to verify design

calculation.

2. Continuous monitoring of neutron flux, power density and

burnup distribution during operation.

3. Continuous monitoring of core operating conditions to main-

tain required margins to fuel design limits (peak power

density, DNB)

Four types of measuring systems can be distinguished:

1. Fixed in-core neutron detectors. They are used for continuous

monitoring. Because they are subject to burnup they must be

either recalibrated at regular intervals or the loss of

sensitivity has to be inferred from the irradiation history.

2. Movable in-core detectors, also called travelling in-core

probe3. They are used for measurements on demand. The de-

tectors or probes are kept outside the core when not in use,

therefore their sensitivity remains unchanged. They are

suitable for calibrating fixed in-core detectors.

3. Out-of-core detectors. They are positioned outside the reactor

vessel and monitor the neutron current leaking from the core

to the outside.

l(. Transducers for monitoring coolant conditions, in particular

core inlet and outlet temperatures, coolant pressure and

flow.

For the purpose of operational surveillance the signals of these

detectors are processed to yield operational parameters that aid

the operator in maintaining the desired conditions of operation.

Of particular interest to the core designer and the reactor

physicist are the in-core detector systems. These systems yield

the most detailed experimental information on flux and power

distributions. On the other hand, to exploit the potential of

these systems fully, the detector signals have to be processed

by evaluation programs that require analytic factors obtained

from supporting off-line calculations with nuclear analysis

programs.

9.2 The aeroball system

As an example of an in-core detector system I will describe the

so-called aeroball system. With this system, the neutron flux

is sensed by a movable probe, consisting of a column of small

steel balls. The balls run in guide tubes which lead from the

outside of the reactor shielding into the core. Normally, the

balls are held in storage outside the core. When a measurement

is required the balls are pushed by compressed gas into the core.

The balls contain some percent of V as a detector nuclide.

The V is activated for about 3 minutes. After that the acti-

vated balls are transferred back into a detector position outside

t.̂ c core.

The positions of the aeroball probes within the core are shown in

Figs. 9.1 and 9.2.
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The aeroball transport system, consisting mainly of small tubes

and electrically operated valves, is shown on Fig. 9.3.

The detector installation is shown on Fig. 9.4. Within this

installation a total of 256 semiconductor counters record the V

activation. The collected raw data are transferred to the plant

process computer which converts them into the final power and

burnup distribution and condenses the information into power

shape indices and thermohydraulie parameters.

The first step of the evaluation program consists of corrections

for decay time, counter dead time, counter sensitivity and others.

The results are numbers proportional of the V activation rates

appropriate to the nearly 1000 instrumented nodes.

The further steps in processing the relative activation rates are

described on Tab. 9.1 - 9.3.

Table 2.1 1300 W e PUR Plant:

176

Fuel Asseibly Design Data (approxinate values)

Fuel: U0 2

Cladding: Zircaloy

Kwber of Fuel Rods per Fuel Assembly 16x16-20 • 236

Nuaber of Guide Tubes per F'j?l Assenbly 20

Fuel Rod Outer Oiaaeter 10.7 1

Cladding Thickness 0.7 1

Pellet Diaieter 9.1 1

Fuel Rod Pitch 14.3 1

H^O : U02Volute Ratio 2.0

Outer Diaaeter of Guide Tube 13.7 1

Outer Oiaaeter of RCC Finger 10.2 1

Table 2.2 Uetermination of

Equivalent Homogenized Group Cross Sections

(Cell calculation)

Smallest repetitive structural element of a
PWR core: Fuel Assenbly (FA)

1-dimensional representation of fuel as-embly:
Wigner-Seitz cell.

Fig. 2.3: Representative fuel cell

Fig. 2M: Representative absorber cell

1. Step:
1-din. multigroup spectral calculation.
Result: Space-dependent micro î roup I luxes

,2. Step:
Spatial homogenization:

>; J.V

V: Voluae of tf.-S. cell

Si • Equivalent homogenized nicroscopic
cross section of group i

<Pj : Average group flux in V

n : Nudide density
3. Step:
Energy group condensation:

3

—v Equivalent homogenized nicroscopic
cross section of •acrogroup g



Table 2.3

Cell Calculation with

Burnup and Parameter Variation

Fuel depletion is specified by cell burnup 8
Cell burnup « Fission energy produced per unit mass of initial

Uranium contained in the cell

Kuclide densities = f(B)

Parameters specifying operating state:

Boron concentration c

Fuel temperature T{

Moderator density D B

Moderator temperature T D

Variations:

State parameters

/Spectrum calc.
/
* y Depletion calc.

Reference

state Cell burnup 3

: x x

Result:

Cross section library (e.g. in polynomial representation)

(t> T f ) D,, Tu, B)

Table 3.1

2-Dim. Power Peaking Factors

Hacroscopic hot channel factor (honogeneous representation):

*•InesnF
xy

Mesh size not greater than 3x3 unit cells

Radial pin peaking factor (heterogeneous representation):

«Vhet . tax, pin power
core averaje pin power
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Table 4.1

Soise Characteristics of PHI! Core uesijn and Operation and their

Concequences on Physics uesign Analysis

1. Approximately regular fuel lattice structure, unifona enrichment
within fuel assembly

r- Hoisogenization based on single representative fuel cell

2. Two independent reactivity control systens
(control rods • chemical shin)

— » Alsost contrrl rod free operation

— » - Small flux and power distortions

» 20 representation of power density distributions

3. Moderated and cooled by pressurized water

»> Small therisohydraulic feedback effects
(compared to 3WRs).

4. Optimization of radial povsr distribution by loading schemes using
graded fuel enrichments and/or burnups; in initial cores additio-
nally by proper distribution of burnable poisons.

5. Axial power shape control using control rod ban!< of nininun
bite; part length rods azi necessary.
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Table 4 . 2

Analytic Representation of the Reactor and the lieutron
Energy Spectrum in stationary Calculations

2 Dissensions, 2 Energy Groups

Standard calculations for initial core and reload core design:

Optimization of fuel assenbly arrangement

Power distribution

depletion characteristics

(cycle lengths, burnup distributions, nuclide densities)
Reactivity coefficients
Control rod

Analytic factors for the interpretation of in-core
fieasurenents

2-3 Dimensions, 2-4 Energy Groups

Special studies such as:

2u-JO-correction factors to account for 3ii effects in

standard ^-calculations

2 group - 4 jroup correction factors

Verification of analytical uethods (comparison exp.-theor.)

Zero power critical states

r\j reload assenbhes

effective fractions tf delayed neutrons
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Table 5.1

1300 MWe PWR Plant (4 Loop)

Theraohydraulic Core Design Data

Table 5.1 (cont'd)

Reactor Thereal Output
Average Power Oensity
Average Specific Power

Nuiber of Fuel Assemblies
Total Nurter of Fuel Rods
Fuel Assembly Length of Side
Equivalent Core Dianeter
Active Length of a Fuel Rod
Core Voluie
Total Fuel Mass in Core -U02

-U

Total Coolant Flow Cross Section
Net Coolant Flow through Core
Prinary Operating Pressure

3,765

93
36.4

193
45,548

230
3.60

3.90

39.8
117.4

103.5

5.60
63,619

150

HW
kW/1

kW/kgU

no
•
n
.3
t
t

B2
t/h
bar

Average Linear Heat Rate

Average Heat Flux
Average Mass Flow Rate at Nominal Power

Average Coolant Oensity at Rated Power

Coolant Temperature at Core Inlet

Average Coolant Temperature Rise

Maximum Steam Quality at Hot Channel Exit
(NoDinal Power)
Maxioum Stean Qualify at Hot Channel Exit
(12 % Design Overload)

Maximum Clad Surface Temperature

Maximum Design Overload Factor

Design Hot Channel Factors F .
F 1 H

DN8R (Hot Channel) - Nominal Power
- 12 % Design Overload

208
61

3,158

706.2

291.3

34.8

0.00

4.45

346

1.12
2.50
1.65
1.79

1.38

K/Ci
tfen2

kg/m2s
kg/m3

°C
°C
w/o

w/o

*C

cont'd
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Table 5.2

Enthalpy Rise Hot Channel Factor

. Enthalpy rise in hot channel
Core average enthalpy rise

(Heat-input factors) ) * (Channel geometry and
x (Flow factors) tolerance factors)

Heat-input factors:

1. F^j • Nuclear hot channel factor

In 2D representation (control rod free core):
fAH"*1^xy " "acroscopic 20 hot channel factor (Table 3.f)

for stationary operation and nominal lattice parameters

2. Operational allowances (instationary flux redistributions)

Table 5.2 (cont'd)

Flow Factors

1. Non-unifor* flow distribution in inlet plenua

2. Reduced flow in higher rated coolant channels

3. Flow redistribution between adjacent channels

Channel geometry and tolerance factors

1. Fuel rod and pitch tolerances

2. Channel irregularities (guide tubes, snail water gaps)

Design targets at BOC:

F^ 41.40; FAH<1.«

cont'd
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Table 5.3

Power Peaking Factor F-

p m Maximum possible pin power density
1 Average pin power oensuy

(Nuclear subfactor) x (Engineering subfactor)

Nuclear subfactor

of linear pin power density

, q' (core max.)
q' icons average;

Location of q' (core max.): Hot spot

Table 5.3 (cont'd)

Engineering subfactor:

Takes pellet tolerances into account

F- design Unit includes allowances for

- instationary power density redistributions (Xe, rod movements)

- control rod malpositioning

- neasurenent errors

Assuming approximate separability of radial (xy) and axial (z)
distributions —•

Separation of ff"Xyz)het i n t o r a ( l i a l an(i a x i a l subfactors:

(Fxyzjhet * (Fxy) het ' Fz

(Fxy|het " Radia l P in Peking factor

fz , Haximua l i n e a | » powep densi ly

Average

cont'd

Typical values:

Steady state operation: F q

Design limit: F q

2.0

2.5

at BOC
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Table 5.4 Table 5.5

Core Design Objectives and Criteria
Critical Heat Flux, W B - Ratio

Critical heat flux q"cri^(z) in height ; of a coolant channel
vith fixed channel geometry and fixed inlet coolant conditions
depends on

nass flow rate of coolant

coolant pressure

coolant temperature

enthalpy rise between channel inlet (z=Q)
and height z.

Icrit

DUB

ONB-Ratio =

Design limits:

ONBR

ONBR >

obtained from empirical correlations

Departure from nucleate boiling

pritical heat flux q"crit
(z5~|

[actual heat flux q"acf(z) J
occurs in hot channel

1.00 at nominal operating conditions

1.30 during loss of flow accident

I Limitations or
concequences on

Economic and technological optimization
1. Flat power distribution
2. Uniform discharge burnup
3. Local burnup below limit

Fuel nanagetnent

Full power capability while maintaining steady state margins to
fuel design limits (allowances for AOOs*^)
4. Margin to fuel centerline melting
5. Margin to minimum DNB ratio

Local power density, F,,
Linear heat rate in hot
channel, F&H, F q

Capability to limit consequences of AflOs*' and accidents
6.

7.

8.

Sufficient control rod worth
(shut down margin)

Moderator temperature coeff .< 0
(at full power, Xe equil.)

Fuel failure rate during LCCA**5

below limit

Design of control rod systea,
core loading pattern

Soluble boron cone, at BGC
Burnable poisons
Cycle length
Local power density, Fg

*) A0O = Anticipated Operational Occurrences

*•) LOCA = Loss of Coolant Accident
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Table 6.1

Reload Core Design

Fixed Conditions:

Core size
Control rod pattern
Coolant conditions

Variable Conditions:

Fuel management considerations:

fiuaber and enrich/ment of fuel assemblies available for reload

Nunber of fuel assemblies to be discharged

Previous cycles:

Burnup of assemblies to be shuffled

Operator's specifications:

Cycle length

Operation mode (base load, load follow)

Qesign Objectives and Criteria

As given in Table 5.5

Table 6.2

Cycle Number Z

(Equilibrium Burnup Cycle)

T = cycle length in calender days

t • cycle length in equivalent full power days (efpd)

Oi = t/T = capacity factor

1/Z = frartion of fuel to be discharged at end of cycle

Z = average number of burnup cycles a fuel assembly
will be depleted

FJJ = averags specific fuel power /"HW/kgU_7

Bjj = average discharge burnup /~MWd/kgU_7

Z- T- <X = -!L
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Table 6.3

Long Term Fuel Management

Based on equilibrium cycle concept

Range: 3...10 years

Operator's specifications:

Refueling frequency

Capacity factor

Operating node (base load, load follow)

Objective:

Result:

Burnup optimization

Number of FAs per reload batch
(cycle number Z)

Feed enrichment

Use: Long tern contracts for fuel procurement

184
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Table 6.4

Medium term fuel management

Range: 1..3 years

Given:

Envisaged dates of refueling
Updated capacity factor
Feed enrichment

j -(Operator's specifications)

-(long term fuel management)

Objectives:

Specify number of FA's for next reload

Adjust feed enrichments and/or number of reload assemblies
of subsequent batches

Use:

Fabrication of FA's for next reload batch

Update fuel procurement provisions for subsequent reload batches



Table 6.5

Short ten fuel aanagenent

Ideal cycle —•- real cycle

Range: Next cycle -

Given:
Enrichment and nunber of fresh FA's available for next reload

Number and average burnup of
- spare FA's and
- partly depleted FA's put aside in former cycles

Capacity factor
Date of refueling

Result:
Preliminary shuffling scheme and loading pattern

Physics parameters (power distribution, hot channel factors,
ciritical boron concentrations, reactivity coefficients,
shut down margin)

Use:

Licensing application

Preparation fo shuffling operations

Table 6.6

Final reload core design

Date:

After.shut down and inspection of irradiated FA's

Time available: Few days

Given:

Actual burnup distribution at end of preceding cycle

Final decision on reinsertion of irradiated FA's.

Results:

Same as with short tern fuel management; in addition:

Data needed for evaluation of in-core detector signals during cycle

Use:

Final licensing docunent

Instructions for reload operations (shuffling sequence)

Design verification at startup

Core follow during depletion
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Table Natural Cycle Lengths

Equivalent Full Power Days

Plant

Cycle No.

Calculated (0
Measured (H)

(H-O/C (%)

1

507
495

-2.4

KWO

2

261
257

-1.5

(345 HWe)

3

298
308

3.4

4

280
282

0.7

5

222
224

0.9

6

245
242

-1.2

7

303
303

0

Plant

Cycle No.

Calculated ( 0
Measured (M)

(M-CVC «)

KKS (662 MVe)

1

408
410

0.5

2

^ 240
237

-1.2

3

275
268

-2.5

4

298
290

-2.7

5

334
323

-1.5

KWB(A)

1

425
429

0.9

1204 MWe)

2

247
233

-5.7

Table 7.1

Neutron Balance in a 650 KWe PtiR, Nominal Operating Conditions, I.Cycle

Fast Neutrons Produced : 100

Neutron Losses
due to
)235

U 2 3 8 (1)

Zero Burnup

Captures! Fissions I Total

Burnup =. 19 500 llWd/t

Captures JFissions I Total

8.7 37.3 46.0 4.3

9.3
16.7

2.8

Pu239
Pu240

S|n149

Xe 1 3 3

Fission Prodicts
Zircaloy
Steel
3oron
H,0
Leakage-radial
Leakage-axial

-

-

1.2
1.3
14.3
4.9

2.9
0.6

-
12.1
16.7
-

-
-

-

1.2
1.3
14.3
4.9
2.9
0.6

0.4
6.6
15.5
8.3
3.8
0.6
0.5
2.0
6.3
1.3
0.6
0.6
4.7

3.4
1.6

18.7

2.7

14.1

2.0

100.0

(1) Captures and Fissions in the Non-Kesonance Energy Region

(2) Captures in the Sesonance Energy Region

23.0
0.4
11.5
15.5
22.4
3.8
2.6
0.5
2.0
6.3
1.3
0.6
0.6
4.7
3.4
1.6

100.0



Table 7.2 Table 7.3

Definitions of Reactivity

Dynamic definition of reactivity:

P: Production rate of prompt fission neutrons
and delayed neutron precursors

L: Rate of neutron losses due to absorption and leakage

P-L: Net production

? - p-L
P

Static definition of reactivity:

keff • static multiplication factor (eigenvalue of
static reactor problem)

Ope.'atioru: Variables determining reactivity f (burnup fixed):

^"Control rod position'
I doron cone.

j(. / Moderator tea?.
I ruel ten?.
I Xe cone.

Principle of a Reactivity Balance:

External

Control variables

Internal
reedback variables

Operational Variables

Initial stationary

operational state

Intermediate

states and

partial transitions

Final stationary

operational state

1
i*

1

1

1

x2

0

1

h

0

Q

1

h

0

0

0

1

...

0

11
1

Reactivity

equivalents

A
No.

...

Reactivity 3alance: A ? « X -
i

201
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Table 7.4

Breakdown of Control Rod Worth Requirement in a PWR , EOC

(Reactivity balance pertaining to the transition

full power —*- hot shut down, stuck rod eondltiont)

Step

No.

1

1a

1b

2

3

4

Initial state:

Stationary, full power, control rods

in nominal position

Full power — » zero power

Fuel temp, chance (Doppler reactivity)

Moderator temp, change

Control rods out ("bite")

Control roc'3 in

(shut down worth of all rods)

Stuck rod out
(stuck rod worth)

•1.3 %

+0.5 £

+0.2 %

-7.0 5!

+2.0^

?

0

+1.3*
+1.8 i

+2.J»

-5.0 «

-3.0 i.

Final state:

Hot zero Power, shut down with stuck rod

Subcriticality

Kinimn required subcriticality

-3.0 ;;

-1.0 K

Shut down margin at hot zero power 2.0 I

Table 7.5

Dynamic Reactivity Coefficients

TjJJ « Moderator- (or Coolant-) temperature

yr « Fuel temperature

T « Temperature of zero power (• isotherial) reactor
T ' \ - Tf

0 • Moderator density (including stean void content)

All values core averages.

hoderator temperature coefficient:

Fuel tenperature coefficient:

Moderator density coefficient

~ -void coefficient

Combined fuel and moderator coefficient

r T . rj(T() + r^ (T8)
Isothermal temperature coefficient

Ff(isoth) = 1^ (T) + T^(T)

J
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Tab. p.1

213

Evaluation of Aeroball Measurements

Subdivision of core height into 3? axial sections

Subdivision of core plane into N meshes,
1 mesh/fuel assembly, N « number of fuel ass.
(1300 W e plant : N . 193)
« Subdivision of whole core into NX32 nodes

Nunber of aeroball probes: Nj (typically Nj • 28)

Simplified flow chart of evaluation program

as implemented on plant process computer

Activation rates

Hfi (node average)

Z^S (location of probe)

from external heterogeneous 20
fine mesh calculations

( £ a * activation cross section)

cont'd

Tab.

Average PGRs (relative)
in N, x 32 instrumented
nodes

P-2 Table 1.4

PGR = Power Generation Rate

p.3

Interpolation strategy to
generate average node PGRs
in non-instrumented nodes

Fuel ass. power ratios from
external 20 burnup calc.

Average node PuSs (relative)
in (t'32 nodes (whole core)

i_
Power shape
indices
(axial, azimuthal)

Average core
burnup

^
Plant heat balance
(Normalization factor)

Average node PGKs (absolute)

Node burnups

Identification of
hot node

peak power density

Fq-f actor

Peak to average
pin power factors
(20, precalculated)

cont'd

Peak to average
channel power factors
(20, precalculated)

Identification of hot channel
Hax. channel power
F& H"Factor

Coolant conditions

I DUB ratio
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Reactor Pressure
Vessel Core Shroud

Core Barrel

Water
Reflector

Ass. with
Control Rod Ass.

Fig. 2.1 1300 HWe PVR
Cross Section of Reactor Core and Pressure Vessel

ISO

16 x 16 lattice positions
20 guide tubes
16x 76 - 20 =236 fuel rods

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

0

o

23 cm

y

O

O

7̂

O

0

O

O

O

O

O

O

^Lottie• Lattice cetl
with fuel rod

Fig. 2.2

1300 MWe PWR:

Lattice Structure of Fuel Assembly

•Lattice cell with guide tube, containing
a) water or
bj control rod or
c) burnable poison rod

_l
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Region 1: Fuel (UOo)
Region 2: Canning (Zircaloy)
Region 3: Moderator (HgO + B + homogenized spacer grids)
Region 4: Portion of guide tube cells

(HjO + B • Structural material)

/

Region 1: Absorber (Ag In Cd)
Region 2: Canning (Steel)
Region 3: Water gap (HoO + B)
Region 4: Guide tube (Steel or Zircaloy)
Region 5: Hoderator (KjO + B)
Region 6: Representative fuel lattice (homogenized)

Fig.2.3 PUR Fuel Assembly
Representative Fuel Cell (Wigner-Seitz)

Fig. 2.4 PWR Fuel Assembly
Representative Absorber Cell (Wigner-Seitz)

205 191
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i 1,40

130

120

1.10

1.00

050

030

Weight - ppm
Boron in IfyO

750

1500

10 15

Fig. 2.5 k«,of PWR Fuel Lattices vs. Moderating Ratio

Enrichment
aow/o
25w/o

0,51 cm

0.«cm
R3

0.95

3.2 w/o

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 (MWd/kg U)
•—Cell Burnup

Fig. 2.6 1300 MWe PWR
k f Unborated PWR Fuel Lattices vs. Cell Burnup
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1.096

highest-rated

1.185

1.094

1.091

1.179

1.085

V\

1.174

1.082

1.164

1.074

fuel assembly

1.090

1.158

1.054

1.134

1.194

1.179

1.057

1.093

.967

.839

1052

1.23 7

1.080

.913

1.013

.875

.532

\

.850

.661

.720

.601

1252

127(

1.290

127(

12521

Fuel

I.2S(

1.293

1.302
I

11293

12S(

assembly

1.239

1.279

. — • — •

1.218

U7SI

1239

1.205

1.2(1

1.2(9

1.2(1

1205
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